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Good evening. 

“I am not in the body.” Now you’ve had all night to think about that, and some of you 

should really have a headache by now.  

I am not in the body. This is going to be very essential for you to remember, more especially 

if you want to lose fear of your body, so that you don’t imagine that just because your body is 

paining you that you’re going to die. Since you’re not in the body, you don’t have to care much 

what happens to the body. 

I learned that lesson too, through a practical experience many years ago. I noticed that as I 

drove in my automobile or walked on the street, that my eyes were always being attracted to 

mortuaries. Very strange thing, but no matter where I went it was the mortuary that hit me in the 

eye, and I thought that perhaps this was a little premonition. 

Well, I don’t like those places, and I didn’t like the idea of dying either, and not so much for 

the transition part, I never did get over a dread of being buried. And, I was annoyed anyhow at 

this repetition of these mortuaries. 

One day I went to my barber and I had a haircut and a manicure. That afternoon I was 

driving, and again my friends the mortuaries were there. And all of a sudden it struck me: Where 

is that hair that I had this morning, where are those fingernails that I had? They’re being burned 

up. Well now isn’t that nice, I can’t feel it, I’m not there. And you know it was very logical to 

me that that must be the truth about the whole body, that no matter what you did to it, I wouldn’t 

be there. Well this is really the truth, I am not in the body … so whatever you do to it, I won’t be 

there, it’ll be perfectly all right. 

But at this particular moment, I would like you to bear this in mind for another reason. 

Probably you don’t know this, but I feel that half of all the world’s troubles today are due to the 

fact that they discovered psychology and psychiatry. I really feel that without those, this world 

would be halfway into heaven. They have so misled the world, because they never discovered 

the secret of mind. Here they are, two mind sciences you might say, and neither one of them 

know the first thing about the mind. They haven’t even suspected the truth about the mind, much 

more discovered it. And, if you would avoid much of the trouble that they are causing, you will 

have to know something about the mind. 

Now, number one, let me tell you that the mind is not a power. Not only the mind isn’t a 

synonym for God, it isn’t an infinite power, it isn’t even a tiny little bit of a power. It isn’t any 

power at all. The mind is an instrument, and nothing more nor less than an instrument. It is 

absolutely unconditioned in its primal essence; it is neither good nor evil. It has no qualities of 

good or of evil. It is just an instrument given to me for my use—you, for your use. 

Do you not say “my mind,” “his mind,” “her mind?” Well you couldn’t say “his God” or 

“her God” or “my God.” There is only one God. There is no such thing as my God, there is no 

such thing as your God. 

Again, the mind isn’t you; otherwise you wouldn’t be saying “my mind,” “his mind,” “her 

mind.” But you can say my mind, your mind, his mind, her mind, because we have a mind. We 

don’t each have a mind of our own; there is only one, universal mind, and it is an instrument. 

Now, because there is somebody called “I”, “Joel,” I can think good thoughts or I can think 

evil thoughts. I can think destructive thoughts, or I can think constructive thoughts, and my mind 

can’t do anything about it. My mind can’t stop me from thinking any kind of thoughts I want, 
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because I am the boss. My mind has to let me use it for whatever purpose I want to use it, and if 

I want to use it for good, that’s what it’s going to be used for, and if I want to use it for evil, that 

is what it’s going to be used for. 

Now, once you know this, you are in control of your own mind. You don’t have a mind 

running away with you. You don’t have a mind creating thoughts that you have to fear or hate. If 

you can say “I”, and then “my mind”, you’ve got yourself in the right position. 

Supposing somebody stole a wallet and came before a judge and said, “I’m not responsible, 

I didn’t do it, my hands did it.” Well you know what would happen to him very quickly, because 

it’s nonsense: the hands cannot do what you do not direct them to do. You are in control of your 

hands; you are in control of your body. If you weren’t, just think what terrors would be let loose 

in the world if bodies could run around and do what they wanted. You govern your body, and 

you govern it through the mind. Because, it is the type of thinking that you do, that results in 

what takes place in the body. 

Now, back in the ancient days of wisdom teaching, it was discovered that mind is an 

instrument that we can use. And it was discovered, that we can use it for good or we can use it 

for evil, depending on whether or not we are governed by selfishness, or self in some form. 

In the White Brotherhoods, the mind was an instrument for good, and those in the White 

Brotherhoods were instructed in truth, and, their minds were imbued with truth, and they were a 

blessing to everyone. By their, by imbuing their minds with truth—they became a law of 

harmony unto those around them. And it was noticed, that if you maintained your thought on a 

high level of spiritual truth and harmony and peace and love, spiritual love, that everyone who 

came into your orbit felt that peace, felt blessing, felt healing. 

Yes but, there were others who could not yet control their thoughts, and they discovered, 

that by using their mind in another way, they could have jurisdiction over people; they could 

control them; they could dominate them. 

Out of this grew the Black Brotherhood. The Black Brotherhoods were really made up of 

those who had originally been in the White Brotherhood, but who couldn’t impersonalize 

themselves enough, to give up the desire to dominate, to get your money, to get your something 

or other. And, in these Black Brotherhoods, they used the mind for personal gain, personal 

satisfaction, personal power, personal domination. And you can see how that would be: here sits 

the individual back here, governing the mind and reaching out to the mind of others. 

Well of course like everything else, there is a law that evildoers always neglect. They keep it 

well behind them for fear they may have to face it, and they don’t want to. And so by putting it 

behind them they can ignore it, pretend it doesn’t exist. This is the law that “as ye sow, so shall 

ye reap”, as ye do unto another, it shall be done unto you. 

But, there are no evildoers even in this day who will agree that this is a law. How could they 

agree on it and keep on being evil? They know they’re predicting their own end. It’s much better 

to put it behind you and not look at it, and make believe it isn’t there. Then when the evil 

happens to you, say, “Well you know I just made a mistake, or it wouldn’t have happened.” 

So it is that the White Brotherhoods flourish, under different names, and good continues to 

flourish. Whereas always, the Black Brotherhoods had their day and their ending, and under one 

name or another come to an end. Just as individuals who may not belong to an association of 

Black Brotherhoods, organizationally speaking, do by their action, make themselves part of 

Black Brotherhoods. They must inevitably end through the law of karma: “as ye sow, so shall ye 

reap.” And, if ye sow to the Spirit, you reap life everlasting; if you sow to the flesh, you reap 

corruption. 
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Now then, think of yourself sitting back here, and you have a mind. If you keep your mind 

imbued with truth, if you keep your mind imbued with motives of love, of sharing, of giving—

not of getting, not of taking, not of dominating. If you keep your mind imbued with love, with 

truth, with life, with peace, with an unselfedness, you are reaping life eternal, immortality, 

eternality. If you imbue your mind with selfishness, greed, lust, animality, doubts, fears—you’re 

just laying up corruption for your own experience; because after all, you are the one deciding. 

Now remember, this choice is not given to the man out there on the street, because there’s 

no one out there teaching him that he has this choice. No one out there … well to begin with, he 

himself isn’t ready to receive the teaching, or he’d be inside instead of outside. 

Now, in the beginning of our spiritual life, usually when we’re on the metaphysical path, 

you are taught this in every one of the teachings, whether it’s Christian Science, Unity, or New 

Thought: that you are to keep your mind stayed on truth, imbued with truth, you are to hold to 

truth; as fast as possible drop the negative aspects of life, and hold always to the spiritual truth. 

Now, it isn’t your mind that’s power, it’s “you” that’s the power. You are the one imbuing 

your mind and then your outer life is going to show forth what you fill your mind with. 

The mind itself is like a pane of glass … a pane of glass is not a power, but it is a 

transparency that lets in the light. It isn’t a power that creates light; it doesn’t cause light; it 

doesn’t even give light. It’s just a transparency though which light shines. And so is your mind. 

Your mind is the transparency which expresses or reflects what you give to your mind. 

Now, if you accept the metaphysical principles of keeping the mind stayed on God, on truth; 

if you hold to the positive side of life, and let the negative side gradually be weaned out of you, 

be taken from you from disuse, you will discover first of all, that you yourself govern your life, 

your mind, your body. But, you do more than this: you are preparing yourself. Because 

eventually the day comes, when you’ll discover, that you are not thinking any thoughts at all, 

you are receiving thoughts from way down deep within you. You aren’t creating thoughts, you 

aren’t manufacturing thoughts, you are receiving thoughts. And that is where the “I” comes in, 

the “I” that is God. 

Now, you’ll understand when Paul says, I live yet not I, Christ liveth my life. He means that 

he is now receiving life and instructions, dominion and government from this transcendental, this 

invisible selfhood. The mind is still carrying out the instructions, only instead of Joel giving the 

mind the instructions, they are now coming through from the deeper Joel, the “I” that I really 

am. Then I can say, “I’m not really doing any right thinking.” As a matter of fact, I’m not doing 

any thinking—thoughts are appearing, thoughts are coming to me. 

Just think if I were to claim that I sat down and thought up all these messages in The Infinite 

Way, what you would be thinking. You don’t really believe there’s a man on the face of the 

earth, smart enough to think up these things. You know better than that. They must come from a 

deeper source than any man, book taught or not book taught, they must come from a deeper 

source. And they do. 

Now, one of the steps leading up to living by grace, rather than by taking thought, is this 

very act of keeping thought imbued with truth. As you know from every one of the writings, I 

make it clear that we never outgrow the letter of truth. We never outgrow the knowledge of 

truth: we always must have that as a rock and a foundation. 

That is why, in spiritual healing…you know there are many wonderful spiritual healers, and 

they don’t know what heals or how, and when they stop healing, their work will not be carried 

on for they have no way of developing healers, they have no way of teaching others how to 

attain spirituality. They’ll merely come and they’ll go. 
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This cannot happen if you know the truth. That is why the church today is so interested in 

the messages that we have. They have some good spiritual healers, but they have no teachers 

because they have no teachings; they have no principles on which to develop the healing 

consciousness. 

Now, here is what happens … if you are holding to one power. Let us just use this principle 

for a moment, “one power.” Now out here in the world they are saying that Russia is a power, 

and over here they are saying that flu is a power, and over here they are saying the weather is a 

power. But you are holding fast in your mind to this truth, “God is the only power.” “God is 

Spirit”, therefore Spirit is the only power. If Spirit is the only power, weather can’t be a power, 

flu can’t be a power, germs can’t be a power, bullets can’t be a power, evil men can’t be a 

power. Only Spirit is a power. 

Now remember, you are holding to this intellectually. You are instructing your mind, as it 

were, and you are causing your mind to hold to this “one power.” Ah, but do you know what is 

happening? You are molding your consciousness anew, and one of these days you won’t have to 

hold to “one power”, automatically any other power that comes in front of your gaze, you will 

smile at. You’ll smile at it; because, to you it will not be a power, and you won’t even have to 

deny it by holding your mind to “one power!” 

Now remember that it has to be a “you.” Your mind can’t choose to do this … you must 

choose. And you must hold your mind to the principle of one power, and every time the 

suggestion of another power is presented to you, you answer it, “no, no, I have accepted God as 

the only power.” And you hold it and hold it, and you are building your consciousness anew. 

You are dying to the belief in two powers, and you are being reborn into the consciousness of 

one power. All right. 

Let us take another principle which we employ in The Infinite Way, and that is “one self.” 

God is infinite selfhood, God is my selfhood, God is your selfhood. There is only one self. 

All right. Now you take that principle, but remember your mind can’t take it; it must be you 

that takes it. And you keep it in your mind, and then every time somebody talks about a bad 

selfhood, a dangerous selfhood, an insane selfhood, you come back with, “But there is only one 

selfhood, and I am that self.” 

I am, God is… and you hold that in your mind against every appearance out here of a male 

self and a female self, and a poor self and a rich self, and a sick self and a dying self. And hold to 

“I and my Father are one” and that’s the only self. This constitutes my self and your self, and 

therefore there is but one self. Then you have a story like this newspaper article—a healing of 

insanity, or a healing of bad temper, or a healing of something else. 

But remember, your mind couldn’t decide on any of this. You used your mind to hold this 

truth against the appearance, and as you did, you died to the belief of many selfhoods, and you 

are reborn into the consciousness of one selfhood. 

So … supply. The whole of universal belief is that supply is out here, and we work for it, lie 

for it, cheat for it, if we can’t get it any other way, we pray to God for it. But the truth is, “I am 

supply! I am the meat and the wine and the water. I have meat the world knows not of. 

Now you know if my mind knew this, well we just wouldn’t be here receiving instruction. 

The mind is ignorant of this, until we receive this instruction. Now we receive this instruction, 

and we hold it in the mind. We keep our mind imbued with this truth that “I am supply. I am the 

way. I am the meat the wine and the water. I have meat.” 

Now, I know that tomorrow the temptation comes, “Well you haven’t enough for this, you 

haven’t …”, but I answer, “Wait a minute, wait a minute. I’m not judging by appearances, I am 
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now judging by the truth.” And the truth is I have meat the world knows not of, and I have 

twelve baskets full left over. And I hold that; that becomes imbued so in my mind that I’m dying 

to the belief of lack, and I’m being reborn into the consciousness of omnipresent abundance. 

Many people wonder why, they have a demonstration of supply, then maybe next year 

another demonstration of supply, and another one … why isn’t it permanent? The reason it isn’t 

permanent, you haven’t attained the consciousness of it; you’ve merely had a demonstration of it 

by some temporary right thought of your own or the benefit of somebody else’s consciousness, 

but you haven’t got the attained consciousness of supply. 

The same way, you can go on being sick every year and have a healing, but it isn’t 

necessary. You can attain the consciousness of health. Takes a while, it takes a while because 

you have to die daily to the world’s belief in two powers, and you have to be reborn into this 

new consciousness of one power, and I am that one power. It isn’t a power that acts on me; it’s a 

power that acts through me: I am that power. 

Now when you see this, can you not almost see your mind out here as a beautiful, clear, 

empty transparency, just waiting for what you’re going to fill it with? And, obedient … it’ll take 

on all the evil that you want to give it, it’ll take on all the good that you want to give it. It’ll mix 

the two together for you if you like, then you’ll be a human being … a combination of good and 

evil. 

You are only divine, when you have emptied yourself of the universal belief in two powers, 

or a personal selfhood that you’re trying to aggrandize—make it richer or make it wealthier or 

make it famous. When you get rid of that, and realize that the selfhood that you really are is God, 

it doesn’t need any glamorizing, it doesn’t need any public adulation; it doesn’t need any public 

fame. You’re already I and the Father are one, more than that you can’t be. 

And any movie star’ll tell you, what a farce it is to get famous. Of course, you sell your 

birthright for a mess of pottage, when you let yourself become famous and have the world chase 

after you, because it’s got a crown in one hand and a cross in the other. Don’t think it’ll ever be 

satisfied until you mount that cross. Every champion has discovered that as soon as he’s 

champion they begin cheering the other fellow. Everyone wants the champion to get knocked 

out. It’s, it … oh, oh it’s the preacher, “all is vanity, all is vanity” saith the preacher. It really is, 

because you’ve got that which is beyond price, you’ve got your true identity as God-being, and 

more than that you can’t have. And you’re far better to have it secretly, silently, sacredly, than to 

make a public display of it. 

And the same way, you have a mind, and it’s a beautiful instrument, a beautiful 

transparency, it’ll take anything you give it. Now you keep it filled with one power, so that every 

appearance out here of two powers, you’re holding up your mind and saying, “No, I accept God-

Spirit, as the only power.” 

Oh, the word law. We have legal law, we have material law, we have mental law. You stand 

up there and say, “No, I don’t accept them. God is law, and God is spirit—all law is spiritual.” 

As you do, you’ll be dying to your fears about other laws, and you’ll be reborn in the 

consciousness of one law. 

Now, you will discover some time or other, that there are some people who are pretty weak, 

mentally, and, it isn’t difficult for you to dominate them, or take advantage of them, or get them 

in your control. Just remember this, “as ye sow so shall ye reap.” Don’t forget this: when you use 

a power for personal gain, for personal self, you’re selling your birthright. It’s the error of the 

Black Brotherhoods. 
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Now you know, it is one of the great blessings of metaphysics, and I name them all …  

Christian Science, Unity, New Thought. It is one of the great blessings of metaphysics; there 

have been very, very few who have learned about mind, who have ever in these movements used 

it for a destructive or evil purpose. If you study the history of these movements, you’ll be 

surprised how little anyone has ever used the power of mind. 

And you know the reason—because in every one of these movements, the word God comes 

in. If you ever separate the word God from mind science, you’re going to have psychology and 

psychiatry. And then you’re going to be in trouble because there’s no morals. 

But in these movements, there are morals because we have God. God isn’t mind; God isn’t a 

power, I mean mind isn’t a power, but mind is a perfect transparency for you. And, you keep 

your mind imbued with spiritual truth, spiritual harmony, and you’ll soon find that, not only your 

mind is a blessing, but the mind of everyone within range of you becomes a blessing. 

For this reason in The Infinite Way, we have books full of principles which I call the letter 

of truth. You have to learn these, you have to work with these, but above all, you have to 

practice them. 

And now you’ll understand better why I say to you over and over again, “don’t think that by 

reading these books or hearing the tapes that you’re going into heaven.” These are only the steps, 

the stepping stones; these are only the tools that you use for getting into heaven. It’s what you 

take into your consciousness that gets you into heaven: it is the truth that you practice that gets 

you into heaven. 

Take these truths, keep your mind filled with them, and let your old self die—that self that 

fears negative powers, that self that has selfhood apart from God; that self that does not 

acknowledge its divinity. Let that die, and let there be reborn as you, this individual who knows, 

I and my Father are one. All that the Father hath is mine; place whereon I stand is holy ground; 

here where I am, God is. And this is one. Besides this truth, there is no other power. 

Then you’ll witness how the power of grace begins to work in your experience. Because, 

now you’re not working through the power of thought, you’re working through truth. Not 

thought … truth! Truth itself in your consciousness is doing the work, not your thought about 

truth. You can think about God from now till doomsday, that isn’t going to benefit you. It is 

when you bring God right to your consciousness and acknowledge, “I and God are one; this 

divine selfhood of my being is God”, you are practicing the presence of God. Now you’re 

experiencing God, you’re not thinking about God, you’re experiencing God. 

You see why it is taught that there is only one mind. There is only one mind. There is one 

universal mind. But you watch what change takes place in your life, from the moment that you 

accept this one universal mind as a pure instrument, a reflector of what you hold in 

consciousness. Hold a lie in your mind, and you’ll get “two times two is five,” and a jail 

sentence too. Hold truth in your consciousness, and you watch the harmony that you bring forth 

in your experience. 

But you see there is a “you,” and you are the important part of the demonstration. Your 

mind isn’t the important part; “you” are the important part … “choose ye this day.” See, your 

mind can’t choose, you choose, and then you hold in your mind the truth so that it becomes a 

reflector, a transparency for your experience. 

That is why, when we are in meditation, this ear is open as if we expected to audibly hear. 

Now, we don’t keep the ear open for that purpose, it is only symbolic of the inner ear that is 

attuned to God. Well now you see, I’m not thinking anything, I’m not using thoughts; I’m 

keeping my mind a clear transparency to receive God’s thoughts. Do you remember scripture, 
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“My thoughts are not your thoughts. My ways are not your ways.” Remember that? It isn’t your 

thought that adds a cubit to you; it isn’t your thought that makes a white hair black. But, be 

receptive to that which comes from the depth within you, “When He utters His voice, the earth 

melteth.” 

So it is when you are in meditation, you will first work with certain statements of truth, this 

helps to settle your mind into a listening attitude; then, “Speak Lord, Thy servant heareth.” And 

now your mind is all set to receive whatever grace, whatever message, whatever impulse, 

whatever feeling God has for you. And then you’ll find, that you are receiving God’s thoughts, 

God’s words, God’s truth. Sometimes there’ll be messages, entirely different than any you have 

ever read. 

I can remember as if it were yesterday, a day more than twenty-five years ago, when I sat in 

my office and in meditation heard the voice say, “Mind is not God!” If you don’t think that was 

a shock. Never have I come across that in any of the literature of the world, never. Well, being a 

metaphysical practitioner, you know right well it was shocking, because right there, mind was 

God. And I first told it to a few people who I thought would agree with me. You can imagine the 

amount of agreement I got. Dare to say that mind isn’t God! 

But as I continued meditating, it followed it up … “Mind is an instrument.” I think tonight I, 

I have almost proven it to you. I don’t know how I could present it to you in any other way to 

show you, except, the greater proof will come, as you yourself work with it, and find out that 

you receive in your mind these truths, you hold these truths in your mind, you let your mind be 

the transparency, and then watch the reflection in your outer life of these truths. 

So you will receive messages that have never been heard before, you will receive messages 

that haven’t been heard for centuries. Some of our students who were with me at the time, still 

have tapes in which I told them, that Jesus was a member of the Essenes, and that his teaching 

came from the Essenes, and at that time the Dead Sea Scrolls had not been discovered. Now we 

have the books published that that’s exactly where his teaching came from; that’s where he came 

from; that’s where he was ordained. That came to me inwardly. It wasn’t printed anywhere; you 

can’t read it anywhere except in books published since then. 

We can know anything that has to do with the past, the present, or the future. That doesn’t 

mean that we should waste time trying to find out if we were a king 3000 years ago, or a queen 

at the court, or … but anything of the nature of truth, we can bring forth as well as anyone else. 

There is no one of us set apart to be truth teachers. To some extent, everyone can bring forth 

truth from within their own consciousness. Not all equally, because our background has 

something to do with it … how long we’ve been on the path, how many generations we’ve been 

on the path, what previous training we’ve had. But to some extent everyone who has been led to 

a truth teaching is already prepared to receive truth. But where will you receive it? “The 

kingdom of God is within you!” 

It is only then as you learn not to take thought, but to be still, that you will receive these 

impartations from within. Some of them will be messages, some will only be impulses, some 

will only be feelings, but all will have some definite fruitage in your life. 

One thing is certain, from the time when you begin to contact the source of your life, the 

source of your wisdom, which is infinite divine consciousness, your real divine selfhood or 

Christhood. From the moment you begin to contact that, It begins to feed you and clothe you and 

house you and instruct you, guide you, maintain you, protect you. It does that … I live yet not I. 

This inner self, this greater self—He that is within me that is greater than he that is in the world, 

the God self, the Christ self, the spiritual self, the divine self—this it is then that appears 
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outwardly. And the beautiful part is that our mind plays such a tremendous function in it all. It is 

through the mind that we become aware of these truths. And the mind becomes a reflector, and 

our outer world takes on the nature of the truth that is being reflected. 

Now, as long as I acknowledge an “I, myself,” as long as I acknowledge an invisible an 

incorporeal mind, and keep that mind filled with truth, if there is anything wrong with my brain, 

that will correct it; if there is anything wrong with my body, that will correct it. There is the 

modus operandi: I know the truth. I know the truth in and through my mind; and, that truth 

which I know in my mind becomes the very essence and substance of my body. 

Now there is a reason for it: mind is the substance of the body. Mind is not something 

separate and apart from the body. Mind is the essence and substance of the body. Therefore, 

whatever I impart to my mind, the body shows forth. Now the most outstanding example that 

you’ll understand quickly is that if I fill my mind with pornography, my body will begin to feel 

lustful. Am I right? Of course I … you know that. If I fill my mind with filth, the body will be 

uncomfortable. Now you know that you can’t avoid that. Well you try the opposite, and fill the 

mind with spiritual truth, and see how harmonious the body becomes, how peaceful and how 

much at rest. 

It really doesn’t make any difference whether you sleep or not. Sleep is not an activity of 

God; it is an activity of death. It is the next thing to unconsciousness. Therefore, sleep isn’t a 

necessity except as a universal belief. Rest is a necessity, but you can rest by filling your mind 

with spiritual truth. And as you do, your body comes to rest, comes to peace. It may bring on 

sleep, it may not, but we have witnessed in this work how little sleep you really need when the 

mind is imbued with spiritual truth. Because, whatever the nature of the substance you fill your 

mind with, that is what your body responds to. 

Now that is the secret of a metaphysical treatment. If a practitioner declares the truth about 

God, man and body, and law and substance, you have a healing in your body: whether it’s a cold 

that’s removed or a fever that’s removed or a cancer that’s removed or insanity that’s removed. 

What does the removing? Somebody prayed. Yes, but what does it mean “somebody prayed?” 

Somebody filled their mind with truth. What is a treatment except knowing the truth? Therefore, 

a practitioner that fills their mind with spiritual truth is bringing healing to their own body, and 

to the bodies of those who turn to them for help. 

That is why, mental healing can be a very successful thing, as well as spiritual healing. It 

can be; there have been some very wonderful mental healers. But, they kept their mind imbued 

with truth. They were men of moral integrity; they were men of spiritual integrity, but they 

worked exclusively with knowing the truth. And they did beautiful healing work. 

That is all that is necessary for healing, really, is that the mind be filled with truth and kept 

filled with truth. Not for a fifteen minute treatment or twenty minute treatment. The days and the 

nights must be filled … praying without ceasing, knowing the truth without ceasing, until your 

life is just an automatic living of truth, and holding it up to every appearance out here. 

Now, when you begin to look on all discords as not being things or conditions, as being 

merely appearances, that’s when your fine healing work begins. If you think you have a disease 

to overcome, or a condition to overcome, you will never be a really fine healer. 

You have got to learn that whether it’s unemployment, or insanity, or cancer, or 

consumption, don’t treat those as conditions, treat them as appearances, or suggestions, and then 

let them hit up against your mind that is imbued with truth, and you’ll start to do healing work 

even before you are reborn. But your rebirth will come about more quickly, and the more you 

can hold to the truth, and let these appearances hit up against it without doing battle with them. 
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Don’t you do battle with the appearances! You let the appearances hit up against your mind that 

is imbued with truth; the appearances will dissolve. 

You go out and try to do something to them; you’ll get enmeshed in them, because you’re 

accepting them as real—whereas they are not real. If they were real, you couldn’t heal them. If 

God made them, you couldn’t unmake them. Be assured that what God hath made, no man’s 

going to put asunder. 

And it is only because God never made sin; God never made disease; God never made lack. 

It is for this reason that you can feel completely free within yourself to give yourself a guarantee 

that these are going to disappear out of your life in proportion as you can maintain these spiritual 

principles in your consciousness; hold them in your mind, and let yourself be reborn of truth, of 

Spirit. 

Well, you know we have had a class such as none we’ve ever had here in England or, I 

think, any place else on the globe. And, I feel very free in saying that I don’t think you’re going 

to get the utmost out of this class unless you hear it, two or three or four times. So I think that, 

the more you can make arrangements to hear these tapes somewhere or other, the better it is 

going to be for you. 

Now, you’ve had the benefit of the class, and you’ve paid for the class, and now all you 

have to do is to live it over two, three, or four or five times so as to get the utmost from it; 

because, we have taken up principles here this trip in a way that is somewhat different. 

Thank you for this trip. 

 


